
Big Block Pineapple Quilt 
Fabric Requirements For 20 Block Quilt 
Approximately 


Accent Fabric: 1.5 yard

Light Fabric 1: 2 yards

Light fabric 2: 2 yards

Dark Fabric 3: 2.5 yards

Dark Fabric 4: 2.5 yards




Cutting For One Block

1 - 3.5” square (accent)

2 - 2” x 3.5” rectangles (light)

2 - 2” x 6.5” rectangles (light)

2 - 2” x 5” rectangles (dark)

2 - 2” x 8” rectangles (dark)

4 - 2” x 5” rectangles (light)

4 - 2” x 6.5” rectangles (dark)

4 - 2” x 6” rectangles (light)

4 - 2” x 7.5” rectangles (dark)

4 - 2” x 7.5” rectangles (light)

4 - 2” x 9” rectangles (dark)

2 - 6” squares cut on diagonal (accent)


Cutting For Twenty Blocks

20 - 3.5” square (accent)

40 - 2” x 3.5” rectangles (light)

40 - 2” x 6.5” rectangles (light)

40 - 2” x 5” rectangles (dark)

40 - 2” x 8” rectangles (dark)

80 - 2” x 5” rectangles (light)

80 - 2” x 6.5” rectangles (dark)

80 - 2” x 6” rectangles (light)

80 - 2” x 7.5” rectangles (dark)

80 - 2” x 7.5” rectangles (light)

80 - 2” x 9” rectangles (dark)

40- 6” squares cut on diagonal (accent)
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Block Assembly

Round One 
Take one 3.5” accent square and sew a 2” x 3.5” rectangle to opposite sides.  Press the 
seams.  Next sew a 2” x 6.5” rectangle to opposite sides of the accent square.  Press the 
seams.


Trim Round One 

Line the 45 degree angle on your ruler up with the seam along the accent square.  Along the 
corner of the block you plan to trim make sure you leave a 1/4” for seam allowance. Once 
everything is lined up you can cut off the corner.  Follow these steps for each side.  Notice that 
after you trim the first side you will have a straight line you can use to help line up your ruler 
and ensure you are straight.

(If you do not have a 45 degree angle on your ruler I give further tips for trimming in my 
Youtube video tutorial)
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Round Two 
Sew a 2” x 5” rectangle to opposite sides of the block.  Press the seams.  Next sew a 2” x 8” 
rectangle to opposite sides of the block.  Press the seams.


Trim Round Two 
 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the accent square and trim.  Repeat 
along each side.
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Round Three 
Using four 2” x 5” rectangles sew one along each trimmed side of the block. Press each seam.


Trim Round Three 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the previous round and trim.  Repeat 
along each side
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Round Four 
Using four 2” x 6.5” rectangles sew one along each trimmed side of the block. Press each 
seam.




Trim Round Four 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the previous round and trim.  Repeat 
along each side
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Round Five 
Using four 2” x 6” rectangles sew one along each trimmed side of 
the block. Press each seam.




Trim Round Five 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the 
previous round and trim.  Repeat along each side




Round Six 
Using four 2” x 7.5” rectangles sew one along each trimmed side 
of the block. Press each seam.


 
Trim Round Five 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the 
previous round and trim.  Repeat along each side
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Round Seven 
Using four 2” x 7.5” rectangles sew one along each trimmed 
side of the block. Press each seam


Trim Round Five 
 
Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the 
previous round and trim.  Repeat along each side




Round Eight 
Using four 2” x 9” rectangles sew one along each trimmed side 
of the block. Press each seam


Trim Round Five 

Line up the 1.75” line on your ruler along the seam of the 
previous round and trim.  Repeat along each side
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Round Nine 
Use two 6” accent squares that were cut in half along the diagonal to create 4 triangles.  Sew a 
triangle along each trimmed side of the block.  This will create a square.  Press each seam.




Trim Round Five 

Line up the 1.5” line on your ruler along the seam of the previous round and trim.  Repeat along 
each side.  You will now have a 16” square!
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Quilt Top Assembly 
To finish the quilt top sew the blocks in each row together.

Press the seams for each row in opposite directions.


Finishing the Quilt 
Baste, Bind and Quilt as desired.
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